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Directors Note
It was 95 degrees and quite humid today, so I'm not thinking about autumn. I'm thinking of
paddling and swimming in the river, cooking out with friends, and hoping that next week's
batch of campers is calmer than this one. I imagine you're thinking of similar things.
But autumn is indeed just around the corner. And with it, many cherished rituals we in the
Chesapeake Region treasure. For me, apples in Sperryville, climbing Old Rag Mountain, and
Spooky Stories by the Shore, are just a few traditions I look forward to each year.
This fall, I also eagerly anticipate the NAI National Conference in our own backyard of
Virginia Beach, November 10-14. In fact, writing this reminds me I need to register by August
15th to get the early bird rate! (Visit www.interpnet.com). And, in September, 2016, we will
host our own regional multi-day workshop. Let me know if you are interested in joining our
planning committee!
This newsletter will feature great tips for fall programs, be it with schools, scouts, or families.
We hope you can glean some ideas to make your autumn fall into place!
Linda Bailey
Director - NAI Chesapeake Region 2

How to Entice Us
Tips from teachers.
Teachers are always short on two things: time and money. If you can help with either, it
doesn’t matter what time of year your program is. Teachers will bring their classes to you.
It isn’t a matter of choosing between your site and preparing for testing. Standardized testing
occurs in the spring, with the big test prep push starting after spring break. Even so, I’ve
known teachers to take their students on full-day field trips in the middle of test prep to give
their students a break and to enjoy spring. They chose to do it because the programs
dovetailed with the curriculum and/or the classes received partial or full funding for the
trips. Again: time and money.
So what specifically do teachers want from field trips -– and what stops them from going on
one? I polled my colleagues to put together this list of tips for getting us through your doors:
Top priority: Provide multiple, hands-on activities that are focused, age-appropriate, and
engaging. The best activities make explicit curriculum connections, either covering what the
teacher would have to in the classroom or reinforcing it. Be careful, though, not to go too far
and overwhelm the students with so many activities that they have to rush through them.
continued on next page
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Tip for working with Schools
Fairfax County Park Authority
actually meets annually with the
elementary school science and social
studies curriculum coordinators. This
is great for a few reasons first of all
we get a preview of changes to the
Standards of Learning “SOLs” so we
can keep up with any additions or
deletions. We also get updated as to
when different grade levels are
covering certain topics so we know
when the high demand season will
be and also if the field trip will be an
introduction for the students or
meant as review. Lastly, we can find
out about how to reach the teachers
at different training events and
internal groups or posting sites. If
you don’t meet with your school
district reps yearly you should really
consider it. Virginia’s social studies
SOLs are about to change in a big
way.

Interpreters sometimes pack too much in their programs; it’s better to spend time on a single
topic, presented in a way we can’t do it in the classroom.
Communication is key. If possible, develop a relationship with a curriculum specialist in the
school system or with a teacher. These people can help you learn about the curriculum,
including when during the year specific units are taught, and can provide relevant
vocabulary words that the students are expected to learn during the unit that correlates with
your field trip. Even without the relationship, though, spend a few minutes talking/emailing
with the teacher about the correlating unit, what types of activities the students have already
done, and what concepts or vocabulary words the teacher would like you to use. Similarly,
tell the teacher about your program so s/he can “frontload” the students by exposing them
to unfamiliar concepts or words that you might be using.
Talk at the appropriate level for the audience and learn how to gauge whether the students
understand your terminology. As one teacher said, “Greenhouse gases are only exciting to
those who know what they are.”
Students who are learning English can be especially challenging for interpreters. Ask the
teacher before the visit about the percentage of students who are ESOL (English for speakers
of other languages) and find other ways of getting your meaning across. Visuals are
especially good to show what you’re talking about. You may want to consider creating a
book of pictures of frequently used words for ESOL students.
Encourage your supervisors to provide training about child development so you’ll have a
better understanding of what’s appropriate for different ages. “You can be a beast at
identifying wild flowers, but if you expect the four-year-olds to sit still while you talk about
it, it's a fail,” a preschool teacher said. “You need to be the bee when you talk about
wildflowers, buzzing around looking for the kid with the red and orange shirt. Make it come
alive.”
Slow down. Too often, interpreters firehose students with information or talk at them. Ask
questions and don’t always give the answers, at least not right away. Help them puzzle out
the answers. Provoke inquiry, inspire thinking, and let the students come to their own
conclusions through your activities. Want to add even more meaning to your program?
Include time for the students to reflect on what they’ve learned, either through group
discussion, pair work or in individual written work or drawings. Even five minutes of
meaningful reflection will help the students digest what they’ve experienced and put it into
context.
Let the students touch! Let them use their senses to experience your site. For instance, if your
program is at a creek, don’t make the students linger on the side while you point out things.
A fourth-grade teacher told me, “I want to see the kids get in the water and lift up rocks,
looking for crawfish, to study ecosystems in a watershed. That would be cool.”
My school district, doesn’t allow field trips after a certain date, usually leaving us grounded
for the last 4-5 weeks of school. Be willing to go to schools; take us on trips around our
schoolyard and help us connect to it in new ways.
Provide scholarships, ask your Friends group to provide scholarships (even partial), obtain
grants that allow you to give scholarships – you see where this is going. Do anything you
can to help schools pay for the costs of the program because they also have to pay for
transportation to you, even if they’re using school buses. In some school districts, the school
system does not pay for field trips, so it’s up to the PTAs and motivated, grant-writing
teachers to come up with funding. As one elementary school teacher put it, “Be free – we
poor.”
Stacey Evers
CIG
Environmental Educator, Belvedere Elementary School (Fairfax County, VA)
Virginia Master Naturalist
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Early Registration Deadline:
August 15, 2015

Tips for Getting Teachers to Visit Your Site in
the Fall and Winter
I work at the Colonial Pennsylvania Plantation, a colonial farm set on 112 acres of land
surrounded by forest. As such, our site is at a great advantage when convincing teachers and
supervisors that the fall and winter are the best times to come. In the fall students can learn
about harvesting, dyeing, soap and candle making, food preservation techniques and much
more that is not available at other times of the year. Many teachers use a visit to our site to
augment the study of farming, harvesting, the history of Thanksgiving, Christmas and even
Halloween and it is beneficial to offer special mini programs that can highlight these things if
the teacher requests it.
Below are a few points you can remind teachers of if they are ever unsure of visiting your
outdoor site so early in the school year:

More to See
Fall is the bustling season for outdoor sites although mistakenly think they will see more in the
summer when the weather is nice. In the fall, the leaves are changing which makes for
picturesque scenes and the crops are ready for harvesting. The students who visit in the spring
and summer only see part of the food growing process, if your site focuses on farming. If your
site focuses on wildlife, fall is also a good time to observe nature’s bounty. The trees are
dropping acorns and walnuts. Crab apples and wild raspberries are in full bloom. It is also one
of the best times to observe animals as they prepare for winter. As the leaves fall off the trees,
more animals and birds are visible.

Teamwork and Introductions
Visiting your site is a great introduction to a unit. Your site can grab student’s attention and
make them feel more involved with the lessons they will be learning after their visit. Students
are the most attentive they will be all year at the start. The students also have a chance to build a
good rapport with each other and the teachers while on the trip.

Kids and comfort

Learn about the new
Virginia Standards here:
http://
www.doe.virginia.gov/
testing/sol/
standards_docs/
history_socialscience/

In the summer, teachers have to worry about supplying adequate water, hats, sunscreen and
bug spray for the kids. Visiting an outdoor site in the rain is not fun. Many students forget coats,
jackets and proper footwear. The great thing about booking earlier in the school year is that rain
dates are available. As you continue towards summer, the likelihood of rain increases and the
reschedule dates decrease. Fall is a great time to bring a class on a fieldtrip. Since school has
just begun, there is much less hassle getting permission slips signed as the parents are still very
attentive of papers being sent home.

Stephanie Ann Farra
Colonial Pennsylvania Plantation

A New Biomimicry Program and a Sweet Winter Favorite at
Somerset County Park Commission’s Environmental Education
Center
As informal educators it is important for us to remain in touch with the evolving needs of formal educators. With the rise of STEM
and the impending implementation of the NGSS it is the perfect time to reassess program offerings to ensure that they remain up to
date with educational standards and teaching practices.
As part of this ongoing process the Somerset County Park Commission Environmental Education Center has developed new
programming around the concept of biomimicry. What is biomimicry? Biomimicry is a new scientific approach to innovation that seeks
sustainable solutions to human challenges by emulating nature's time-tested patterns and strategies.1 Biomimicry works with every age
group; pre-K through college. Utilizing nature as inspiration for development of skills in science and engineering practices while
incorporating observation skills to complete a scientific investigation is a strategy that guarantees success.
Biomimicry is a very rich topic area with almost limitless educational applications. The two biomimicry concepts that we are
exploring are ‘Stickiness’ with grades 3-5 and ‘Architecture’ with grades 6-10.
‘Stickiness’
The goal of this program is to introduce young students to the fundamental concept of biomimicry and to apply this concept to
problem solving, and in this case, how we can get things to stick together. The program progresses from a nature walk to engage
the students in observing and discussing. Back into the facility, the students develop the concept of biomimicry, and through
discussion and scaffolding, a list of organisms and how we can utilize their "Life's Principles" to solve problems. Next students are
given a challenge to test the strength of different adhesives using materials and measuring implements. Data is compiled and
discussed. Wrap up with a review of all the topics covered in the program.
‘Architecture’
The goal of this program is to introduce adolescent students to the fundamental concepts of biomimicry and to apply these
concepts to problem solving, and in this case, how we can build a structure resistant to forces of nature. The program progresses
from a nature walk to engage the students in observing nature for the purpose of applying what they see to human problem
solving. Back in the facility, the students develop the concept of biomimicry, and through discussion and scaffolding, and then they
are given a problem to solve that's centered on building a structure that can withstand natural disasters. They design, build, and
test their structures. The program finishes with a review of all the topics covered in the program.
We will be piloting our new programs beginning Fall of 2015.
One of our longest running winter programs is maple sugaring. Maple sugaring is a rich topic area as there are extensive links with
STEM and NGSS practices. With growing challenges to get formal educational programs out of the ‘classroom’ and into the
natural world, especially in the winter, maple sugaring is a natural fit.
Winter in the Mid-Atlantic is not typically a very busy time for field trips outdoors. It is however, typically a time where little test
prep is happening so it can be fantastic time to get the kids out of their seats and into the natural world.
One of the best things about maple sugaring is that you do not need a whole forest to make maple sugar you just need a single tree.
This allows great flexibility when scheduling a program either at a school or at a nature center, as long as you have a maple tree
you can sugar.
Christa Wood – Naturalist
Kurt Bender – Supervisor
Somerset County Park Commission
Environmental Education Center
www.somersetcountyparks.org
1

Biomimicry.org

Calendar of Events
CIG Train the Trainers
• October 5-9, 2015
Kings Gap EEC, Carlisle, PA
Instructor: Christiane Hintermann
Cost: NAI members $625
non-members $700
hotel and meals not included
Additional information: http://
www.interpnet.com/nai/nai/
_certification/NAI_Workshops/
CIT-2015-10-PA.aspx
Contact Emily Jacobs
ejacobs@interpnet.com

CIG Workshops
• October 27-30, 2015
Millersville, Maryland
Maryland Environmental Service
additional info available on the NAI
training calendar
• November 4, 10, 17,
December 1, 2015
Delaware State Parks
additional info available on the NAI
training calendar

NAI National Conference
• November 10-14, 2015
Virginia Beach, Virginia
Early registration deadline August 15

NAI Region 2 Workshop
• Fall 2016
Currently in the planning stages
Contact Linda Bailey to be part of the
planning committee.

Seedsploration!
Grades 1-3
Autumn in the Chesapeake Region is a natural time to hunt for seeds...those kernels of new
life found in the fruits of hardwood trees. In Fredericksburg, Virginia, we invite young
students to our “Seedsploration,” chock full of fun activities as well as core standards.
The interpreter gathers the students at a woodland amphitheater. She then asks them to name
all of the seed containers or fruits they can think of. Answers like apple, strawberry, kiwi and
blackberry roll off the kids' tongues. She then asks if a tomato is a fruit. What about a
pumpkin? Does it have seeds inside? Then, what about the lowly acorn, which she holds up.
Is that a fruit? Why of course! Wait, there is someone she wants them to meet. The
interpreter disappears behind a tree.
Annie the Acorn suddenly appears. Annie is no more than a huge acorn constructed of foam
core board and covered with felt to look like an acorn with eyes! She also has a bandage on
her acorn cap "forehead!" There are handholds on the back for the interpreter and a screened
area to talk through. Construction just requires a little imagination. She is there to get the kids'
attention and help them understand seed dispersal.
Annie recounts how she fell out of her mother's arms high up in a tree...what kind of tree she
asks? (Students usually answer correctly with oak tree.) That's how she got the boo-boo on
her forehead of course. But she shares that her siblings on the ground near her have made
things kind of crowded. How many acorns did her mother produce she asks? Well, a mature
oak tree can produce up to 5,000 she tells them--pretty crowded indeed! Annie has decided
that since she's all grown up now, it's time to pack her bags and leave home, start her own
family. How do the students' think she should travel, she asks them? No, she can't fly in the
wind--she's too heavy. Yes, she might try floating down the creek on her back--that would be
fun! But she has to get to a good place to grow. Where might that be? Yes, she needs to travel
to good soil where she can take root. One mentions squirrels. Yes! Maybe he's on to
something! Annie decides she will try to look tasty and hope that a squirrel will come by and
she can hitch a ride...in its mouth! She's hopeful that the squirrel will bury her in just the right
place for her to sprout, then forget to come back and eat her. It's a risk she's decided she has to
take!
After Annie says goodbye to the students the interpreter reappears. She takes out a board
with four flip cards. Let's review four ways seeds can travel. She flips each as they are
suggested: 1) Wind, 2) Stick to Animal Fur (Hitchhikers), 3) Eaten by Birds and dropped far
away, 4) Animals Hide (squirrels, chipmunks). Of course there are others you may add.

Hike
The students are then gathered for a hike and given a paper lunch sack for their collections.
At each stop the students listen to a brief introduction to each tree then look on the ground for
the tree's fruits or seeds:
• American Beech - The gray bark and trunk resemble an elephant's leg. It also looks like
the smooth gray sand at the beach (to help them remember). The fruit is a capsule with
barbs which can stick to some animal fur (demonstrate on a child's fleece jacket). Seeds
are devoured by squirrels, deer, foxes, black bears, and bluejays. In Little House on the
Prairie books Laura and her sisters gathered beech nuts by the bucket. The extinct
Passenger Pigeon ate the equivalent of one cup a day! Have them search the ground for
a few capsules or twin nuts inside.

ANNIE THE ACORN

• American Hornbeam - Also called Ironwood or Musclewood, the sinewy trunk
resembles strong muscles. The wood is extremely hard and was used for tool handles.
The seeds have a delicate wing which helps them to disperse but they are also a favorite
food of birds. After going through a bird’s digestive tract they are more likely to
germinate. I like to have each child gather several seeds then, on the count of three,

blow them in a friend’s face! Have them collect several.
• Tulip Poplar – Standing at the base of a super straight tree, share that these are the tallest hardwoods in North America.
They are like an arrow shooting straight for the sun. Why is that? Yes, they are sun lovers and do not grow well in the shade.
That’s why their seeds have wings, so they can fly far away to land in a sunny spot. Show them a “rocket,” or fruit capsule,
then have them search the ground for a few individual seeds.
• We also include, the American Sycamore, White and Red Oak, Dogwood, Sweetgum, Hickory, and make certain to roll up
our pant legs for a walk through some Tick Trefoil where the hitchhiking seeds will collect on socks and shoelaces!
• Back in our picnic shelter, students make seed collections in an egg carton, a great way to bring their collections home. They
glue an identification sheet to the top.

Seed Germination Game
Students and adult teachers and chaperones are all given a card with one of the following pictures (labeled): Good Soil (11/50
cards), Rain (11/50), Sun (11/50), Acorn (11/50), Lawn Mower (2/50), Hungry Squirrel (2/50), Hungry Deer (2/50). I often hand
the lawn mower to hungry deer to a dad in the crowd. They love it.
Select a level playing area approximately 25’ x 25’. Have a parent stand at each “corner.” All card holders march around in a circle
while singing, “Around and around the acorn goes, let’s see if an oak tree grows!” Then they run to the “corner” closest to them.
The interpreter then goes around to each “corner” and asks, “Do you have any ACORNS? Cards with ACORNS pop up. How
about RAIN? GOOD SOIL? SUN? Okay, that looks like we have everything we need. But, are there any Hungry Deer? Oh no,
there is one! What about squirrels, lawn mower, etc. Group decides if an oak tree could grow or not. Go to each group.

Conclusion
Collect the cards and gather group. Remind them that because trees produce so many seeds, they all need ways to travel. And once
they make their journey they must land in a spot good for growing. See now why an oak tree needs to produce 5,000 acorns? Invite
them to explore the woods near their own backyard.
Linda Bailey
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NAI REGION 2:
Delaware
District of Columbia
Maryland
New Jersey
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We’re on the Web!
See us at:

Each edition will be theme-based so if you have something to contribute short or long refer
to the table below for upcoming deadlines and themes. Submissions for other sections can be
sent at any time but if it fits in with a particular theme send it by that edition’s deadline
otherwise it will be used for a future edition.
Recommended lengths for submissions: 500-600 words for articles
100 words for each tip or trick
Pictures should be submitted as an attachment to your email. Other materials may be sent in
the body of your email or as an attachment.
If you have any suggestions for a theme for future newsletters, please send your suggestions
or requests. Themes can be anything related to interpretation that would be of interest to the
region.
Newsletter submissions including calendar items should be sent to:
ChesapeakeChat@gmail.com

www.interpnet.com/2/
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